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The Adventures of Super Danny and Bat Bee

Answer the questions in complete sentences.  

Record the page number on which you found the answer.

The Cat

 1. Danny and Bee put on costumes. Who do they pretend to be? Page

 2. Why do you think the cat did not come down the tree when Danny told it to?

 3. Did Danny and Bee really rescue the cat? Explain. 

The Groundhog

 4. Why does Danny tell Bee to go down into the hole?  Page 

 5. What happens to Bee after he goes down into the hole? Page

 6. Did Danny and Bee really help the groundhog? Explain.
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The Little Speckled Egg

	 7.	Where	does	Danny	find	a	nest	with	little	blue	eggs?		Page 

	 8.	Where	does	Danny	find	a	nest	with	little	speckled	eggs?	Page

 9. What did Danny need to already know about birds in order to help return the little speckled egg?

 10. Danny uses reasoning to decide the lost egg did not belong high up in the tree or in the nest on   
  the deck. Is he behaving more like a detective than a superhero? Why? 

 

 BONUS

  Why does Danny sing his celebration song? 
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Creative Writing and Drawing Prompts: Pick one of the following ideas. 

D	 How would you rescue a cat stuck in a tree?

D	 Have you ever rescued an animal? What happened?

D	 Ask family and friends what they call a groundhog. How many different names did you hear?

D	 Think like a bird in your yard. Where would you build a nest and why.
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Word Work

Identifying Suffixes 

quick + ly =

scold + ed =

swish + ed =

scurry + ed =

dart + ing =

stop + ed =

Words with silent consonants

Highlight or circle the silent consonant(s). Write two sentences using at least two of the words.

 r ight l i sten walk

 cl imb l imb thought
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Use the word bank to complete the following sentences:

scolded swished scurried darting familiar speckled

They saw a chipmunk                                  around looking for food.

“Come down from there!” Danny                                the cat.

The little                                egg was white with lots of brown dots.

The cat                                 its tail back and forth.

The cat                          down the tree, across the yard and under the fence.

Danny had never heard that sound before and he was not  

with it.

Vocabulary

Use context clues to match these words to their definition. Draw a line to connect the word to its 

definition. Check your answer with a dictionary. 

scolded, page 12 move quickly with small steps

swished, page 13 swinging movement

scurried, page 14 well known   

darting, page 17 covered with many small spots

familiar, page 18 speak angrily    

speckled, pages 28-29 move quickly


